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S.E. it all goes perfectly, and the careful sickle will reap
much profit and more pleasure in all sorts of ways.
Well, we will repeat I
I
I daresay you have forgotten all the ijiteresting things
ou say about Lamb and FitzGerald and J.C.B. in your
ast, but I have not and shall not, and will bear in mind
your most just reproof for being too apt to drag in an
Immortal into company of very mortal order—just to
dazzle and overwhelm them! It comes partly of my
genuine conviction that no true criticism is done except in
the presence of the highest standards—to tell the truth
about Phillips you ought to thinly about Marlowe and
Shakespeare—but yet not necessarily to mention them* I
will note and remember.
The Kesusic{ Hotell
To his Wife	April 8, 1902
Here we are—and I have had to write a long letter to
Octavia Hill2 in reply to one I had from her this morning
about various matters. I enclose it that you may see her
curious modesty and ridiculous deference to your superior
husband! It is very odd she is so polite. But the result
of it is bad—for I had to give her my views on all these
subjects and it is now ten o'clock.. . .
I had an excellent quick journey thro' that fine country
up to Crewe, in a second-class carriage by myself reading
Times, Standard and Swinburne's Tristram. It's very fine
really as verse, and even as poetry* No one in English in
the nineteenth century keeps so continuously on so
high a level of style. Verse after verse, each more
perfect, more finely hung and moulded, than the last. And
who has such a sense of the beauty and delight not only of .
the wind ^nd the sea but of the physical energy and
ardour of our human bodies ? But of course he cannot
1 He was spending a few days with Mr. Percy Matheson on a walking tour
in the Lake country.
a Miss Octavia Hill, the well-known social worker, and oae of the founders
of, the National Trust.

